A “misnomer” is an inaccurate or misleading name for
something. Take “energy” drinks, for example. Energy
comes from calories, and an “energy” drink’s calories
largely come from sugar, just like soda. Not much energy
there. What these drinks do supply is stimulation, largely
from chemical compounds like caffeine, sometimes in very
high doses -- more
like a cup of strong
coffee than a
caffeinated soda.
So, in effect, energy
drinks are sodas
hopped up with
extra stimulants.
Like soda, they
provide no
nutritional value.
Plus, excessive
Typical energy drinks contain about
120 mg of caffeine per 12 oz., about
caffeine from whatever
the same amount as 40 oz. of Cola.
source can interfere with sleep, and young kids
and teens need more sleep than adults -- at least
8 hours a night and preferably more. No wonder the American Academy of Pediatrics
believes that kids should never drink stimulant drinks . . . er, energy drinks, that is.
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HELPING YOUR WHOLE FAMILY FEEL WELL AND DO WELL!

Try lots of different fruits, veggies, and whole grains for a
healthy diet. You’re bound to find a few you really like!

wholegrainpasta
One simple way to make your
family’s diet more healthful
is to switch to 100%
whole grain or whole
wheat pasta. It’s less
processed so it retains
fiber, vitamins, minerals,
and other nutrients that
aren’t present in regular pasta.

Kids need to use all of their senses
to learn -- but they
spend so much time in
front of screens these
days! That’s why a visit
to a hands-on museum
is such a fantastic
experience. And
lots of fun, too!

Some of us prefer to
exercise alone and others
would rather exercise
with a friend or
group of people.
Doesn’t
matter!
As long
as you’re
making the effort!

“MISNOMER”

Whether it’s 500 square feet or three pots on a porch,
a home vegetable and herb garden can help you live
healthier in so many ways! Sure, you get the benefit
of being outside more, filling your lungs with fresh air,
working in the dirt, lifting, digging, and toting. But
better still, you get fantastic,
fresh produce to enjoy all
summer. And any
gardener knows that the
tomatoes always
taste better when
you eat them
sun-warmed
from your
very own
plot of
land -- no
matter
how small!

What can we say?
It’s what we do!
Most of us are parents just like you. We know your time is tight. You’re
working late or helping with homework or running your child to practice or
just spending time together as a family. And you might not always be able to
shop for and prepare a well-balanced lunch. So why not let us do it for you?
We arrive at work every day ready and eager to prepare and serve healthy,
delicious meals for you kids. So whether it’s breakfast or lunch or
sometimes both, let us help your family make the most of your time together,
while we get the meals ready! Hey, it’s what we do!
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